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Political commitments could create a market for thousands of new 
zero emission buses per year across Europe from the 2020s
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Hamburg:
All buses procured from 
2020 must be ZE

London :
From 2020
All new single deck buses to be 
ZE
All single deck buses in central 
London to be ZE
From 2025
All new single and double deck 
buses to be ZE

Oslo:
• - 20% transport emissions by 2030
• “Fossil Free 2020” plan: All bus operations 

shall be fossil free by 2020

ZE = zero emission

The Netherlands : 
All new buses procured 
from 2025 to be ZE

Paris: 
All new buses procured 
from 2025 to be ZE

Barcelona:
Only ZE buses to be 
procured from 2025

Milan: Only ZE buses to be procured from 2025

Riga : 
All buses to be ZE 2025

Cologne: 
All new buses procured 
from 2030 to be ZE



The fuel cell bus currently makes up a small fraction of 
total zero emission bus sales
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Growth in electric bus fleet in Europe over time

Year

2019 figure for FC buses includes fleets expected to start operation by 
the end of 2019 (under the JIVE project)

Total fleet of buses (+ coaches) in the EU = c.900,000 (2017) 
according to ACEA.2
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* FCH JU MAWP is the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking’s Multi-Annual Work Plan, the document that sets out the work 
plan and strategic targets for the second phase of the FCH JU’s programme of research and innovation.

Fuel cell bus prices are falling rapidly



Chinese activity is clearly the most impressive by 
volume (and promises of volume)

13th Five-Year Plan, the country will promote 
research and development of fuel cells, step up 
building hydrogen stations, and achieve the 
mass production of fuel cell vehicles by 2020



Many 10’s of vehicles are now operating in China, with 
plans for 100’s and even 1,000’s by 2022



Japan and Korea – dominated by activity with 
Toyota and Hyundai

100 buses for Olympics, 
selling stack technology to 
bus manufacturers 
worldwide

300 buses per year, from next year



Together, the JIVE projects will demonstrate nearly 300 fuel 
cell buses in over 20 different cities across Europe
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UK Cluster

(88 FC buses)

Benelux Cluster
(50 FC buses)

France Cluster
(15 FC buses)

Northern / Eastern 
Europe Cluster
(50 FC buses)

Germany / Italy 
Cluster

(88 FC buses)
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JIVE
JIVE 2

Total = 291 new FC 
buses for Europe

Objectives
Deploy large fleets of FC buses and 
associated refuelling infrastructure
Achieve a maximum price of €625k for 
a standard fuel cell bus (JIVE 2)
Validate large scale fleets in operation
Enable new entrants to trial the 
technology
Demonstrate routes to low cost 
renewable H2

Stimulate further large scale uptake

Joint Initiative for hydrogen Vehicles across Europe

The JIVE project began in 2017; JIVE 2 began in 2018. Both projects are funded by the FCH 2 JU. 



Each local project within the JIVE programme relies on 
funding from multiple sources

• Funding for a large-scale FC bus 
project was made available under 
the FCH JU’s 2016 Annual Work Plan.

• The FC bus topic included a price 
ceiling (€650k for standard buses and 
€1m for articulated vehicles), and a 
cap on funding: 

• “The funding per vehicle cannot 
exceed €200k per standard bus 
(12/13.5 m), €250k per articulated 
bus (>18m), provided they are 
equipped with a full power FC system 
of at least 50kW”.
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Equivalent diesel bus

Illustrative funding strategy for 
covering the capex of a FC bus in JIVE
Values in €k per bus*

* NB this excludes operating costs and costs 
associated with hydrogen refuelling infrastructure 
(which also need to be covered).



JIVE vehicles are starting to be delivered – 130 ordered, 
deadline for all 290 to be ordered by end of the year



Procurement and contracting – progress to date

• Joint procurement framework established in the UK (see below) with two manufacturers 
meeting the conditions

• Bus orders placed by several cities:
• Aberdeen (15 Wrightbus buses (double deck))
• Bolzano (12 Solaris buses)
• Cologne (30 Van Hool buses)
• Groningen (20 Van Hool buses for Qbuzz)
• London (20 Wrightbus buses (double deck))
• Pau (8 Van Hool buses (5 in JIVE 2))
• Rhein-Main (11 buses from ebe EUROPA)
• Wuppertal (10 Van Hool buses)

• Longer bus operations planned – some projects planning for 10 years of operations 
(compared to 2–3 years in previous demos)

• Tenders on-going in several other cities

• Stimulation of the fuel cell bus market in Europe (see following slide)
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Capex target of 
<€650k/bus (base 

vehicle, non-articulated) 
met by several different 

suppliers



European bus OEMs with fuel cell programs



JIVE has now ordered from 5 of these suppliers, with at 
least 2 others expected soon - <€650k target price



The sales proposition for these new fuel cell 
bus products

• Long ranges (>400km if required) 
• Low fuel consumption (7-

8kg/100km)  - a 20-30% 
improvement over the current 
generation

• Fast fuelling (as low as 5 mins)
• Reliable fuelling
• Minimal infrastructure in depot or 

ex-depot grid upgrades
• Small footprint
• Direct coupling to renewables
• No need for auxiliary heaters in 

cold climates
• Next generation fuel cells have full 

freeze start
• First plausible maintenance

arrangements – still work to do!



The H2Bus project aims to deliver “the lowest cost 
truly zero emission bus” to the European bus market

In June 2019, the establishment of 
the “H2Bus Consortium” was 
announced

Initial wave of deployment of 600 
fuel cell buses 

Focused in three clusters

Supported by €40m of funding from 
the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF).

The volume enables:
• FC bus priced at <€375k (single 

deck)
• Hydrogen price of €5–7/kg3 (for 

parity with diesel on a per 
kilometre basis)

• Bus maintenance cost of €0.30/km



H2Bus Consortium cost reduction projections
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-2% Additional bus driver costs
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Infrastructure maintenance

Bus drivetrain maintenance

Fuel costs

Bus Capex

Single-deck urban bus annuitised total cost of ownership 
‘000€/bus/year



Emerging themes

• A clear acceleration of activity on fuel cell buses.

• Deployments focussing on commercial aspects 
instead of “demonstration”

• Activity in China and across Asia is the most 
aggressive

• Many OEMs are now coming forwards with first 
plausible product

• Prices starting to look competitive (when linked 
to high volume plans – 100+ buses per OEM)

• Scale within depots also helps drive down 
maintenance and hydrogen prices

• Marketing for the “genuinely zero emission bus, 
without compromise”



Project coordination
Element Energy Limited

Project dissemination
Hydrogen Europe

@fuelcellbus

Thank you for your
attention 
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www.fuelcellbuses.eu

http://www.fuelcellbuses.eu/
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